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Abstract. .\ methotd is presented for the erhmi~ation of null productions from a context-fret 
grammar in such a way that the resulting grammar covers the original one, that is, the languages 
generated are the same and parses in the original grammar are homomorpikic irmages of equivalent 
parses in the covering grammar. We show that in a natural subclass of cover!;, called the class of 
compatible covers,, ithe method is best possible in the sense that a compatibk cover with no null 
productions can be produced by the method 3E and only if such a cover exists. The use of the method 
in transformations for obtaining a cover in Greibach normal form is finally analyzed 
1. Introduction 
A context-free grammar is said to cover another grammar if both grammars 
generate the same language and if the parses in the: covered grammar are homomor- 
phic images of parses in the covering grammar [ 1, 2,5]. This cove:ri;rrg concept has its 
motivation in the fielldi parsing: a parser for the covering grammar (this grammar na~y 
be in some “easily’ parsable subclass of context-free grammars) can be modified to a 
parser for the covered grammar by combininlg the calculation of the cover 
homomorphism with theoutput function Iof the plarser. 
This paper is concerned with transformaltions for producing covering grammars in 
certain normal forms. Our main result is a transformation for the elimination of the 
null productions (a-productions) from a con text-free grammar in such a way that the 
resulting E-free grammar is a cover. The standarid method, for suchr :an elimination [l] 
does not produce a cover. 
It turns out that our transformation is not completely as general as possilble 
because there aoe some grammars which clearly have an E-free cover but for which 
our transformation does not work. In such cases the ~-free cover always h.as, 
however, from the practical point of view the undesirable feature that a parse in the 
covering rammar and the corresponding covered parse im the original grammar tray 
consume the input string in entirely different ways. To exclude such patholo 
* Some of the results of this paper werb: presented at the 4th GI Confe:rence on Theoretical Co 
Science, Aachen, March 26-38, 1979. 
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covers we will define a natural subclass rsf covers which we call the compatible covers, 
VVe show that for producing i! compatible ~-free cover our method is as general as 
possible. In the rest of the paper we briefly analyze some combined transformations 
which use our new method and some well-known methods for obtaining a compati- 
Me cover in &eibach normal, form. 
2, M&aticlun and preliminary defmiilions 
ur nota,tions are mainly as in [ 11. Nl definitions and notation not explicitly given 
wre as in this reference. 
A (conlexf-free) grummar is denoted by a quadruple G = (N, 2, P, S) where N, Z, P 
and S denote the nonterminals, the terminals, the productions and the start symbol 
of G, respectively. Unless otherwise stated we ulse the notational conventions that 
the letters A, B, C denote nsnterminatls inN, the letters a, 6, c denote terminals in C, 
and the letters X, Y, Z denote members in N v C1 Terminal strings in 2” are denoted 
by M, 0, l . . , zt and strings in (N (J 2)" by CY, & ‘y9 8, and the empty string by E. A 
production of the form A + E is called a nuli production or an &-production. The 
length of a string s is denoted by lg(s). 
Derivations in G glre defined in the normal way. For all QJ, /3 in (N u 2)*, a 
derivation step in G is denoted by aAp =SC ay@ if A 3 y is in P. In particular, we 
write aAp a c,L q$3 for a leftmost derivation step and aA@ +G,R a y/3 for a right- 
most derivation step in G, if ar or p is in 27, respectively. If i is the reference number 
of the production A -, +y, denoted i. A + y, we also write aA(? =&La@ or 
CA{? =&.R a$% A leftmost derivation a 1 =+k,R cr2 +lA.r 9 * l q&z a,, is abbreviated 
by ti 1 =+& a, where v = i& l . l i,_ 1. Kotation a I+& a,, for’s rightmost deriva - 
lion is analogous. If 5 * zeL a, then n is a jeft parse (i-parse) of (z in G, and if 
S +G,n cy, then the reverse of 3~, denoted ii, iis a right parse (F-parse) of a in G. 
We let =$$. *&,L, 5 &,% rg,present the reflexive-transitive closures, and +&, =$&,L, 
=*& represent he transitive closures of relations +G, +G,L, *G,R, respectively. In 
all rlhese notations we may omit the subscript G when it is clear from the context. 
The language generated by G is L((? j = {w E C* 1 S +g w}. Similarly, for a string 
a E (N u Z)” the language is L(a) = {w E C* 1 Q +z w}. The degree of ambiguity of a 
string w E I:iC?) is the number of its different left parses in G. When the degree of 
ambiguity equals one, w is unambiguous. If A =& AJ~ or A *g /3A for some A E N, 
p E (N u Z)*, then G is said to be Zcft-recursiue or right-recursive, respectively. 
(‘jrammar CG is cycle-free if there is, no derivation of the form A +A A for any A in 
N, and G is e-free if it has no E-productions except possibly the production S + E in 
which case § does not appear on the right-hand side of any production of 1%. Finally, 
grirtmmar G is in Greibach normal form if G is e-free and each non-e-yroduction of G 
is ;:lf the form A -) aa with A in :V, a in 2, a in :V*. 
grammars in this paper are reduced, that is,, every nonterminal of a grammar is
in some derivation of a terminal string from the start symbol. 
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Let us now recall the grakmtnatical overing concepts usually cahed the right, left, 
right-to-left and left-to-right covering ($kovering, Ill-covering, #-covering, lli- 
covering, for short). Differert versions of the following definition have appeared 
e.g. in [l, 2,5]. 
Let G = (N, Z, P, S), G’ = (N’, Z, P’, S’) be grammars, and let x/y denote @, 111, fjl,
or II?. Grammar G’ is said to ~ly-cov~r grammar G if there is ai homomorphism 
h : P’* + P* such that for all strings w in Z*: 
(i) if W’ is an x-parse of w in G”, h(d) is a y-parse of w in G, and 
(ii) if VT is a y-parse of w in G, there exists an x-parse W’ of w in G’ such that 
h(d) = a. 
Grammar G’ jki~hfully x ly-covers grammar G if it x !y-covers G and moreover, in 
condition (ii) the x-parse 7r’ always is unique for each y-parse v [it]. Thus 3 faithful 
cover preserves the degree of ambiguity. 
It follows immediately from the definition that lif C’ xly-covers G, then UC;‘) = 
L(G). In addition, t’ne cover relations are transitive: if G” x)y-covers G’ and G’ 
-)r lz-covers G, then G” ;clr-covers G. 
3, Elimination of the nlull productions1 
Tl;e standard elimination method [l] of the null productions from an arbitrary 
context-free grammar does not always produce a cover. It is, however, possible fo 
modify the method such that it yields a cover. The class of gramma.rs for qvhich the 
new method is valid is WYV IL proper subclass of context-free grammars. 
Definition 1. Let G = (N, x9 p, S) be a grammar such that 
(i) E is unambiguous in G, and 
(ii) G has no nonterminal A such that ,4 *z /3Aa ml:ere CY is nonempty and 
lY=3$E. 
An E-free gra.mmar G’ = (N’, 2, P’, S’) and a homomorphism h: P’* + P* are 
defined for G in the following steps (l)-(3). Productions in P’ are given in the form 
A + a(r j where A + cv is the production and w E P* its image under h. If (v) is 
missing, the image is the empty string. Set AT’ will contain, besides (9, some elements 
of the form @X-t] where /3. ‘y ir: N* are such that E e L@y) and X in N UC is such 
that L(X) # (E}. For uniqueness, we write [PX?] instead of [pxir3. 
(1) Initially, N’ contains the new start symbol S’. If 3’ +& E, add S’ + E (v) to P’. 
If G does niot generate a nonempty string, the method terminates. Otherwise aJd 
S’+ [S] to Y’ and [S] to N’, and then repeat steps (2)-( 3) umi? no changes are 
possible. 
(2) For each element [Ay] in N’ and for each production j . A -p c1! in P such that 
L(cu) # {E}$ add to P’ all productions constructed as follows, Suppose Q! has a 
representation CY =’ CQX~~~X~ l l l CI!~X~~~+~, n ~0, where X’ E N WC such that 
L(X;) #(El> i = 1,. o . , n, and cy’ EN* such that E E Ia( i = 1,. . . , n + 1. For each 
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such a representation ofcy, add to P’ the production [Ay] + Y1 l l l YE-l Y,Jj) where 
fori= 19...,n-1 
anc!l 
Y, [LyiXi], if Qli # E of Xi E NV 
I 
= Xl, 1 otherwise 
Y* = 
[tb&x,+~y], if ~Y,cY,+~J’ f E ar X, EN, 
x 
m otherwise. 
Add to N’ those elements Yi which are not in Z. 
(31 Let j . B +p in P be a production such that E E L(p). Then for each nonter- 
minal [&X7,] in N’ where cyg yE N* and X E aV w E, add the production [BcYX+ 
@AXIS] to P’ and the nonterminal [&YX~] to N’ if &y # E or X E N. Otherwise, 
that in,, if pCrXy = X E 2, add to P’ the production [BarXy] + X(j). Similarly, for each 
nonterminal [XBy] in N’ where X E ,5: and y E !q*, add the production [XBy]+ 
[Xpy](j) to P’ and the nonterminal [Xfly] to N’, if Py # E. Otherwise, that is, if 
X@y = X E 2, add the production [XBy]+ X(j) to P’. 
It ss easy to test whether G satisfies the input conditions (i) and (ii) of the above 
iaeth,c3d. Condition (i) CM be tested in the same procedure which constructs a 
leftslr,last derivation P of e for step (1). Note that the homomorphism h is uniquely 
definc.:d in the method if and only if condition (i) is satisfied. Condition (ii) can be 
testc.4 when new elements are added to N’. It is easily seen that condition (ii) is true if 
and c nly if in every element [&KY] added to N’ the length of cy and 3’ is =+ - l)( v - 
1) ~:tiere p is the number of the nonterminals of G and Y is the maximum length of 
the c, ght-hand sides of the productions of G. If the length of a or y is >(p - l)(~ - 1), 
the number of elemems added to N’ is unlimited amd the computation does not halt. 
I-Eenc:e we have that the method of Definition 1 lhalts and produces a grammar G’ 
(whit :h is E-free by the construction) with a uniquely. defined homomorphism fy if and 
only if the original grammar G satisffies conditions (i) rnd (ii). 
7% e now Iwork out an example. Applied to a grammar with productions 
1. S+BAL 4. B+LB 
1. L+E 5. B+E 
3. A-aL 6. B+b 
t’hr;: transformation method of Definition 1 yields a grammar with productions 
PI = Cm~Ll(~> [a&L] -+ [&L](2) 
[ta_k+ a(2) 
WI- CLWC4) [HAL]+ [AL](5> 
[B] J b(6) [BALI + [LBAL](4) 
[LB-AL]-* [BAL]Q) 
[AL j- [1aLL](3). 
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To analyze the time complexity of the method in Definition 11 consider a grammar 
G with productions 
The size of G, that is, the sum of the lengths of all strings Aa suclh that A + cy is a 
production, is linear in k. It is easily seen that applied to G, our method gives a 
grammar with size sxponenti’a.1 in k. Thus the running time of the method rmay be 
exponential in the size of the kput. 
Theorem 2. The method of Defiwion ’ L poduccs an e-free grammar G’ which 
faithfully left covers the given grammar G for every G such that 
(i) E is unambiguous in G, and 
(ii) G htis no nonterminal A such that A =$ @Aa whene (Y is nwzempty and 
Q =3*0 E. 
Proof. Noting the d1iscussion after Definition 1, it remains for us to prove that G’ 
faithfully left covers G under the homomorphism h.
To see that every left derivation in G’ covers ome left derivation in C?, let [‘Xy] 
be a nonterminal of G’, and [@Xy] =s;;‘,~ w for some nonempty HI E C*“. By a 
straightforward induction on the length of 71 it follows that Pxy &z’ w (and here w 
is derived from Is’). Consequently, if S’ *G’& [S] =3ze,L w, then S *g,z’ w’. 
Moreover, if E E L(C), G’ has a production i . S’+ e and S =%z,t e by the con- 
struction of G’. Thus G’ satisfies the first part of the definition of the left cover. 
Next we verify the second part and show that the cover is faithful. Let again 
[pXr] be a nonterminal of G’ and Ppvy +g,L w where X derives w. We show b:y 
induction on lg(v) that there is a unique covering derivation [flX+J +;i’,~ w such 
that h(w)) = W. The:n it follows for [@Xy] = [S] that every derivation S =+&r. W, 
w # E, has a unique covering derivation starting from [S] and hence, from S’. 
For w - E the assertion is true immediately by the construction. 
To begin the induction, let lg(q) = 1. This implies that [pXr] is [Aa].. [aA] or [A] 
for some A E N, u E 2. If [‘X7] = [Au] or [aA] then w = a and the production v of G 
must be A -) e. Then by the construction, JET’ . [Aa]+ a(v) or respectively, 
T’. [aAl ( ) .h _ + CLrr is I’ e only production of G’ with the left-hand side [An] or [aA] 
such that h(n’) = 7~. In the remaining case @X7] = [A]. Then the production n must 
be A -, w. Now d . [A]+ W(T) is the only production of (3’ with the kft-hand side 
[A] such that h(&) = n. 
Let then lg(r) > 1. Write n = rrlo where rl is the first clement of 7r. We again have 
three cases depending on whether the leftmost nonterminal of G in the string /3X7 
appears in p, X, or y. If the first nonterminal is in 0, that is, [/3X?] = [B@‘Xy] for 
some B E N, f?' E N*, then the production wl of G must be of the form B + P” for 
some p”. Then by the construction, rr; . ](al) is the only 
production ot T G with left-hand side [B/3’ h that h(ni ) =z rl. Because 
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,@V/K4C y +& w and lgio) < ig(v), there is by inductiion hypothesis a unique cover- 
ing de l ivation [JV@‘X;~] =s&_ w *where h (w’) = o. Thus IF (&‘) = p and V\W’ is 
uniqlllf iy determined by w and [@Xy]!, as required. The case in whic$ the leftmost 
n;ontlr:r minal of pXy is in y can be considered analogously. 
Ir are mains the case [&Wy] = [AT] for some .r4 E Pv. Then the production ~1 of G 
nru:~t be of the form A + a for some nonempty cy E (IV u Ic)* and therefore, 
rlly =>: &_ cuy =s&_ w. Now it is possible to represent cy as Q = 
cr&nzX* l l l EY,X~QI,,+~ where strings &yi and Betters Xi are chosen SO that the 
subderivations of o applied to each ai derive E, and the subderivations applied to 
each 9:; derive a nonempty string CVi (and hence w =: w1 w2 l l l w,). Then G’ must 
have a production ?rr{ , [A-y]-* Y1 Yz * * l Y,Jvl) constructed from this represen- 
tation of ar in step (2) of Def. 1, By induction hypothesis each derivation 
Qlr,xt = 92,L WI, , . . , Qln-*xn_, =s&y w, -1, anXnt~,+:ly +zcL w, where o1 l * l w,, = 
o, hail a unique covering denvzttion starting from Y1, . . . , Yn, respectively. 
Combined with ?ri these derivations give 2 leftmosl derivation V’ of w from [Ay] 
such l!l #at h(9r’) = n. 
To s ze that 7~’ is uniquely determined by 7r we must still show that V; is unique. 
Suppo ;e we may use ?r; . [A?] -j Yi l l l Yi9t (~1) instead of rri, pi # ni. This 
implie!; that nf is also constructed from 0 SW the representation used differs from 
that o; 7~;. Let now Yi . l . Ykr =+$,L w. Then notimg the first part of this proof, 
@IX l l l (rnXnan+l y _j&!zn) w. The difference of representations for a in art and W! 
then irilplies that in derivation tX (a”) some cy, does not derive E or some Xi does not 
derive a nonempty string. Hence h (w”) # CU. Ttaerefore ?ry = & This completes the 
proof ( bf the inductive step and the theorem. 
The transformation of Definition 1 has also the following property. 
Lernr~~ a 3, If the trancformed grammar G’ = (if?‘, Z, P”, S’) produced by the method of 
Defirri ‘ior0 1 is kfi? recursive, Fhm also the original grammar G = (N, 2, P, S) is left 
recwn 04. 
Prolof” For a ‘_;ft recursive G’ we have [@XT] =+&_ [flXy]S for some [pXr] E IV”, 
S E I’P9 ’ u Z)* and Plone,mpty rr. Then 
pxr -&E’ /3x+ ((1) 
where pxrS’ E (IV u S)“. Let A be the leftmost (and only!) nonterminal of G in /SXr 
scckl that the subderivation of (1) starting from A does not derive E. Hence we may 
reprfzent [flXy] as [crA~‘Xy] or [wAy’] or [laAfJ and derivation (1) as 
aA/KVy +&_ AP’Xy =$& CYAP’XY or aaAy” +$_ aAy’ =s;i.,L aa,Ay’ or 
@Ay =+&_ Ay =&,L aAy y’y, respectively, wkeae ~7 = h (7~) and ar a&_ e. The first 
two derivations then imply that A -+;i,L CVA =+&A, and the last that 
A =&I._ @A yy’ =s& A yy’. Hence G is left recurske because A is zc left recursive 
nonterminal. 
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We now turn our attention to those grammars which do not satisfy condition (i) or 
(ii) of Theorem 2 and for which an e-free Pef: ccjver cannot therefore he produced by 
the method of Definition I. By the definition of an e-free grammar, agrammar not 
satisfying condition (i) clearly has no e-free (left) cover. Condition tii) is more: 
interesting because there exists grammars which do not satisfy it but which neverthe- 




does not satisfy (ii) but has, for instance, an E-free left cover Gi with productions 
S’ + 2(2) 
S” -+ ,“,‘( 1) 
S” + l(2) 
L’+ l(3) 
On the other hand!, there are grammars not satisfying (ii) and not having an c-free 
cover. It is shown in [9] that the following is such a grammar 
S+OSL~ORL 
This means that the condition that precisely characterizes the Aree left 
coverability of a context-free grammar must be slightly weaker than the ccwdition (ii) 
of Theorem 2. LaufMter [3] succeeds in giving such a characterization, but only at 
the price of using rather unnatural covers. Therefore we will introduce in the next 
section an additional restriction on covers, and this condition is hoped to islolate a 
more natural subclass of covers. For such covers, the method of Definition I is as 
general as possible. 
4. Compatible covers 
In a grammar G, let 
s * $,I_ cya =2&l_ XY 
where y is produced by the last production of T. Then the terminal strk;;: A is cAIe:d 
thecsnsumed inprAt for the left parse ‘K. Similarly, if 
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where cx either ends with a nonterminal or is E, then the terminal string, x is called the 
consumed input for the right parse +, Note that im terms of parsing the consumed 
input is approximately the same as the input string read by usual parsing algorithms 
up to the time of annsuncing n. 
Irt the following cleilfinition we restrict ourselves to left covers; the other cases are 
I imilar. Assume that cG left covers G under homomorphism h. Grammar G’ is said 
to be a compatible left cover of G if there is an intege;r k 2 0 such that whenever 
where X’ is the consuimed input for T and x for h(w), then 
!IgWi - !g(x’)( 6 k. 
This definition can be motivated by the following remark. Suppose that we want to 
process trings in lan,guage L(G) in some syntax-directed way using, say, left parses 
in G. For some rer:ison, however, we must do the actual parsing in grammar GP. Since 
G’ left CO~W G, t:he parser for G’ is easily augmented to produce left parses in G. If 
in this sftu~ti~i:; the cover is not compatible, it is practically impossible to organize the 
syntax-directed processing in a natural fashion because incompatibility means that 
the parses in G ;ond G’ consume the input in very different ways. As an extreme 
example cc&&r a grammar with productions 
2. E+i 
and its incompatible left cover with productions 
E’-,i+E !i} 
E’ + i(2) 
A typical left parser (say, an LL(2) parser) for the covering grammar ecognizes 
production E’+ i +E’ for the first time when reading the first i + of the input. If the 
par:;er has been augmented to produce parses in the covered grammar, it should at 
this moment announce the production l* E + E + i of the covered grammar. This in 
turn activates the syntax-directed processing associated with production 1. But now a 
difEculty arises if the processing refers to the i in production 1 because this i denotes 
the last i in the input string while the parser has read noi more than the first i of the 
input. 
1~ is an easy inductive exercise to prove: 
Lernrma 4. me left cover produced by thle method o~l)ejn’nitisn i is compatilde. 
Note that the left c:clve:r Gi for our example grammar Gz at the end of Section 3 is 
not compatible. 
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‘Theorem 5. A grammar G hlas an c-free left cover that is compatible if and o.dy if G 
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2. Thus for producing a con;pwtih/c e-free 
left cover the method of Definition 1 is as general as possible. 
Proof. Theorem 2 and Lemma 4 establish the zur(lfciency of conditions (i) and (ii). 
Conversely, suppose that (i) or (ii) is nolt rue. If (i) is not true, then an e-free cover, 
compatible or not, trivially cannot exist. So it remains for us to be 
compatible -free left cover of G cannot exist if (ii) is not true, Suppose that G has a 
nontermlnal A such that A *g @Aa, where a! f E and cy +z E.. Then we may assume 
that, for some n, 
A &,,_ XACY 
where x is a terminal string. 
To derive a contradiction suppose that G’ is a compatible &-ifree left cover of 6 
with compatibility constant k. In G we have derivations 
for every i >O and for some 14, w in X*, y in (2 u N)“. Derivation vi is here of thi: 
form Ui = T&K where each # is applied on the corresponding cy to produce E, and q is 
applied on A and K on y to produce w. 
Then 6’ must have covering derivations of the form 
such that h(ai) = PW’, h(ri) = l/i and yi is the consumed input for ai. \;Ve then havie 
Ilg(ux’) - Ig(yi)( 6 k because of compatibility. This implies 
lg(Si)=lg(yiSi)-lg(Yi)~lg(UXiW)-lg(~i)~lg(W)+k 
where the first inequality follows from the e-freeness of G”. But such bounded strinigs 
Si must be identical for infinitely many indices i. Hence we may clloose il and i2 such 
that Si, = Si, and iz > lg(q) + il m lg($) c &I(K). 
Then we have in G’ a derivation 
where the result z is clearly a terminal string. Because G’ covers G and h (ai,) = pwi2 
and h (riI) = r/1,9% = vi19 the corresponding covered derivation of .r in 63 should be of 
the form 
where fl = z. But: p cannot be a terminal string because by the choice of il and i2, 
Ig(:+,) = !g(q) -t il l lg(#) -+-lg(K) < i2 and there are more than &‘2 nonterminals in 
Aai2y. Therefore /3 # z. This contradictlion completes our proof. 
Next we consider some simple modEfk:ations of the method of Definition I which 
can be used in obataining compatible -free right, left-to-right or I ight-to-left covers. 
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First, it is clear that a left-to-right symmetric method to the method of Definition 1 
uces e-free right covers that are faithful qnd compiatible. The method is again 
valicl for all grammars G that have such a cover, th;at is, for grammars in which E is 
unambiguous and there is no nonterminal A such that A 3% aA/ where cu is 
noncmpty and a[& E. 
To produce a Ieft-to-right cover we first apply a well-known marking technique. 
We construct for a given gr;ammar G = (N, X, P, 5) ,a new grammar such that at the 
end of the right-hand side of each production a new nontcrminal producing only the: 
empty string is added :as an identification of the production. Formally, the new 
grammar is G” =(NuP,X,P”,S) where P={A+~(A,a)lA+a! is in P)u 
{(A, a)-, E IA + QI is in P). Define a homomorphism h” : P”* + P* Kay h”(A + 
ar(A, cr)) = e and h”((A, ar)+ E) = i for all i . A -*a in P* Then it is obvious that 6” 
faithfully and compatibly right covers G under Mr. But because only the &-produc- 
tions of G” have a nonelmpty image under tt” and the r-productions appear in the 
same relative order in both left and right parses, G” left-to-right covers G! under h”, 
too. If the method of Definition 1 is then applied to G”, a~ g-free grammar G’ is 
obtained which faithfullly and compa$ibly left-to-right covers G. The conditi’ons 
under which this method is valid zrc easily derived from Theorem 2 and the 
construction of G”. We have 
Theorem 6. There is a method for producing a faithful, compatible and e-free 
left-to-right cover for every grammar G such that 
Ci) E is unambigwus in G, and 
(ii:! G is not right recursive. 
The following theorem, which can be proved with similar techniques as 
Theorem 5, shows that for cycle-free grammars the method of Theorem 6 is again as 
general as possible. 
Theorem 7. Let G be a cycle-_$ee grammar. Then G has an e-free left-to-right cover 
that is compatible if and only lf G satisfies conditions (a) and (ii) of Theorem 6. 
By symmetry, the counterparts of Theorems 6 and 7 for right-to-left clovering are 
clearly true, tolo. 
5. Otbez tran&xmations 
In [4; 5, Algorithm 5.11 an algorithm is given for producing a faithful left cover in 
ereibash normal form for every non-left-recursive and z-free grammar G that 
satisfies the z.n?ditional condi,Con that if v is in L(G) and lg(v)< 1, then v is 
unambiguous ii: G. The cover produced by the algorithm i:s compatible. When this 
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algorithm is applied on the result of the method of Definition 1 we get a combined 
transformation which, noting Lemma 3, has the following properties: 
PaoposiGon 8, There is a method for producing a faithful and compatible left cover 1~1 
Greibcch normal form for every grammar G such! that 
(i) G is not left recursive, 
(ii) every u in L(G) such that lg(v) G 1 is unambiguous in G, ajgd 
(iii) G ha,r no nonterminal A such that A +g /3Aa whcr(e a r’s non-empty antd 
QS&. 
It follows from the definition of Greibach normal form that for any transformation, 
the cond,ition (ii) cannot be eliminated from Proposition 8. If we restrict ourselves to 
compatible covers then the elimination of conditions (i) and (iii) is impossible, too. 
For condition (iii)! this follows from Theorem 5 and for coxxlition (i) from the 
following lemma whose easy proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 9. If grammar G is left recursive, rhen G has no compat:‘bie left cotter in 
Grefbach normal form. 
Consequently the method of Proposition 8 is as general as possible for producing a 
compatible left cover in Greibach. normal form. If we want to construct a compatible 
cover in Greibach normal form for a left recursive grammar, it it, therefore necessar) 
to consider other cover types than the left covering. In this, ca!;e the left-to-right 
covering is a natural cover type to be used. 
To obtain a compatible left--to-right cover in Greibach normal form we may use 
the following strategy: eliminate first the left recursion using a rnethod that produces 
a compatible left-to-right cover and then apply the method of Proposition 8. Several 
techniques xe known for the elimination of the left recursion. Here we brie!!y 
consider the method originally proposed in [7] and further analyzed in [6,, 8,101. This 
method produces for every context-free grammar G a left-to-r:ight cover T(G) thuat 
is faithful and compatible. Moreover, cover T(G) is non-left-rexxnive if and only if 
G is cycle-free and there is in G no nonterminals A such that At +z #rvAp where 
cu # E and LY +$ E [lo]. By applying the method of Proposition 8 to UC;) we gei a 
combined tr;ansformation having properties symmetric with Propc&io!n 8: 
Prepodtinn IO ([;Oj]. There is a method for producing a faithful mui compatibi;? 
left-to-right cover in Greibach normal form fL., a* every grammar G srrch that 
(i) G is not right recursive, 
(ii) eve,ry v in L(G) such that Pg(v) s 1 is unambiguous in G., altd 
(iii) G has no nonterminals A such that A =+& aAP where a is non-empty and 
G&E. 
The prool’ that for producing a compatible left-to-right cover in Greibach normel 
form the method of Propositior; 10 is again as general as possible, is left to the reader. 
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